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Within present constraints on the observed smooth energy and its equation of state parameter
wQ = P/ρQ, it is important to find out whether the smooth energy is static (cosmological constant)
or dynamic (quintessence). The most dynamical quintessence fields observationally allowed are now
still fast-rolling and no longer satisfy the tracker approximation if the equation of state parameter
varies moderately with cosmic scale a = 1/1 + z. We are optimistic about distinguishing between a
cosmological constant and appreciably dynamic quintessence, by measuring average values for the
effective equation of state parameter wQ(a). However, reconstructing the quintessence potential
from observations of any scale dependence wQ(a) appears problematic in the near future. For
our flat universe, at present dominated by smooth energy in the form of either a cosmological
constant (LCDM) or quintessence (QCDM), we calculate the asymptotic collapsed mass fraction to
be maximal at the observed smooth energy/matter ratio R0 ∼ 2. Identifying this collapsed fraction
as a conditional probability for habitable galaxies, we infer that the prior distribution is flat in R0
or Ωm0. Interpreting this prior as a distribution over theories, rather than as a distribution over
unobservable subuniverses, leads us to heuristic predictions about the class of future quasistatic
quintessence potentials.
PACS numbers: 98.80.-k, 98.80.Cq
I. A LOW-DENSITY ACCELERATING FLAT
UNIVERSE
Observations of high-redshift Type Ia supernovae [1]
show that the expanding Universe is today accelerating,
and was most likely preceded by a period of deceleration
[2]. Recent observations of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground have shown that the density of clustered matter is
low, Ωm0 ∼ 1/3, and that the Universe is flat to high pre-
cision, Ω0 = 0.99±0.03 [3]. Together with the SNIa data,
this implies for the remaining smooth energy ΩQ0 ∼ 2/3.
The flat cosmology is therefore determined by one pa-
rameter, the present ratio of smooth to clustered energy,
R0 ≡ ΩQ0/Ωm0 = 2.2+0.7−0.5 ∼ 2 [4], and by the equation
of state P = P (ρQ, a), which changes with cosmological
scale a.
The conventionally-defined deceleration parameter
−aa¨/a˙2 is thus at present
q0 = (1 + 3wQ0ΩQ0)/2 < 0 or wQ0 < −1/3ΩQ0. (1)
For ΩQ0 = 2/3, this requires −1 ≤ wQ0 < −1/2. (SNIa
data have recently established a slightly stronger limit
wQ < −0.55 at 95% confidence [5].) Within these limits,
we will be concerned to distinguish between static smooth
energy wQ = −1 and the other limiting case wQ0 = −0.5,
the maximum value for which the present universe will
be accelerating [11].
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The observations thus require smooth energy ρQ with
negative pressure P = wQρQ. If this is quantum vacuum
energy, its small present value would require fine-tuning
to 54 decimals. More plausibly, we assume the vacuum
energy to vanish exactly, due to some unknown symme-
try principle, and invent some dynamical mechanism for
anti-gravitating smooth energy, slowly varying on a Hub-
ble scale. This explains how a huge cosmological “con-
stant” could become small now, but does not fix the one
cosmological parameter R0 ∼ 2. Unless totally acciden-
tal, the “cosmic coincidence” of our presence just when
the dark energy is dominating the background energy,
must derive either from a still-to-be discovered quantum
cosmology or from some selection effect connected with
our existence (Anthropic Principle).
By quintessence [6, 7] we mean a rolling scalar field
φ which, for a large class of initial conditions, converges
towards a tracker field obeying an effective “equation of
state” (EOS) wQ(a) = P/ρQ with P ≡ PQ(ρQ, a), which
tracks the background field ”equation of state” wB(a).
The background EOS wB(a) = Prad/(ρrad + ρmat) re-
duces gradually from 1/3 in the radiation-dominated era
to zero in the matter-dominated era, changing appre-
ciably only since the era of radiation-matter equality,
1+zeq = 1/aeq = 3880. (We are assuming a flat Universe
with h2 = 0.5 [8], so that at present, the critical density
ρB + ρQ is 0.940E − 29 g cm−3 = 4.05E − 47 GeV4, the
quintessence/matter ratio is R0 = 2, and the background
density is ρB0 = 1.35E − 47 GeV4.)
In the next three sections, we consider tracking scalar
field dynamics generally, the parametrization of two dif-
ferent dynamical quintessence models, and other possi-
2bilities for the smooth energy. In Section 5, we review
a recent calculation [9] showing that, for R0 ∼ 2, the
asymptotic collapsed mass fraction is maximal so that
the evolution of intelligent observers is most likely. Fi-
nally, this observation is used to infer anthropically and
heuristically a testable constraint on future theories of
quantum cosmology and the static or quasi-static nature
of the smooth energy.
II. SCALAR FIELD DYNAMICS:
DISTINGUISHING DYNAMIC FROM STATIC
SMOOTH ENERGY
The equation of motion for the scalar field follows from
the flat-space Friedman equation
H2 = (8πG/3)(ρB + ρQ), (2)
and two coupled equations for quintessence energy con-
servation and for the evolution of ρQ(a) and φ(a)
− dρQ/dN = 3φ˙2 = 6(ρQ − V ) = nQρQ (3)
dφ
dN
= (φ˙/H) =
√
6(ρQ − V )/(8πGρ) =
√
nQΩQ ·MP .
(4)
On the right-hand side, ρ = ρQ + ρB , ρQ = φ˙
2/2 + V,
and P = φ˙2/2−V . The two dependent variables ρQ and
φ are functions of the independent variable N ≡ ln a .
Hereafter, we use reduced Planck units 8πG ≡M−2P = 1
for φ.
Using V (φ) = ρQ(1−wQ)/2 and defining [7] a function
∆(a) ≡ d lnV/d ln ρQ = 1 + d ln(1− wQ)/d ln ρQ = 1 + (dwQ/dN)/3(1− w2Q), (5)
we can rewrite Eq. (3) as
dwQ/dN = 3(1− w2Q)(∆ − 1), where ∆ = (−V ′/V )
√
ΩQ/nQ. (6)
Defining x ≡ φ˙2/2V (φ), the ratio of quintessence ki-
netic and potential energies, equation (6) shows ∆(a) −
1 = d lnx/6 · dN to be appreciable only where the
quintessence field is changing rapidly. Thus wQ varies
slowly where the field is either nearly frozen (wQ ∼ −1)
or is tracking (∆ ∼ 1).
Starting from a broad range of initial conditions,
wQ(φ) oscillates between ∼ 1 and ∼ −1 and enters an
epoch in which the energy density ρQ(φ) is frozen at a
relatively small value. Then, this field converges onto a
tracker solution in which the slope −d ln ρQ/dN ≡ nQ is
nearly constant at a value less than −d ln ρB/dN ≡ nB
for the background matter. Here N ≡ log a, and ni ≡
3(1 + wi) = −d ln ρi/dN is the adiabatic index: nB = 4
and 3 for radiation and matter, respectively.
III. PARAMETRIZATION OF DYNAMICAL
QUINTESSENCE BY TWO DIFFERENT
EQUATIONS OF STATE
The condition for a tracker solution to exist is [7] that
−V ′/V be a slowly decreasing function of φ or N , where
V ′ ≡ dV/dφ, or that
0 < Γ(a)− 1 ≡ d(−V/V ′)/dφ (7)
be nearly constant. It is convenient to measure the
steepness of the potential by the logarithmic derivative
β(φ) ≡ −d lnV/d lnφ, so that
Γ− 1 = d(φ/β)/dφ = 1/β(φ) · (1− d lnβ/d lnφ). (8)
We will consider below, an inverse-power potential for
which β is strictly constant, and an “isothermal” poten-
tial, for which β slowly decreases with φ so as to keep the
equation of state wQ = constant.
The ordinary inflationary parameters are then
η(φ) ≡ V
′′
V
, 2ǫ ≡ (V
′
V
)2,Γ =
V V¨
V˙ 2
=
η(φ)
2ǫ(φ)
. (9)
When η, 2ǫ≪ 1, a tracking potential will be slow-rolling,
meaning that φ¨ in the scalar field equation of motion and
φ˙2 in the kinetic energy are both negligible. This slow-roll
approximation is usually satisfied in ordinary inflation.
In the early e-folds of quintessence, however, −V ′/V =
β(φ)/φ is slowly changing but is itself not small for β 6= 0.
This establishes the important distinction between static
or quasi-static quintessence (nQ(1) ∼ 0, wQ0 ∼ −1) and
sensibly dynamical quintessence (nQ > 1, wQ > −2/3).
At the observationally allowed upper limit wQ0 = −0.5,
the first few scale e-folds are fast-rolling. Such dynam-
ical quintessence will become slow-roll only in the very
far future, after many e-folds of the quintessence field
slowly driving ∆ from 1 to zero and wQ from its present
value to zero. This means that while the slow-roll ap-
proximation is applicable to ordinary inflation, dynami-
3cal quintessence generally requires exact solution of the
equations of motion (4) and (6).
For tracking potentials derived from physical princi-
ples, it is reasonable to assume that β ≈ constant, at
least since tracking began. We therefore parametrize
quintessence so that the SUSY-inspired potential
V (φ) = V0(φ0/φ)
β , β = 3.5 (10)
is inverse power law, and Γ− 1 = 1/β = constant.
For comparison, we also consider the isothermal equa-
tion of state
V (φ) = V0[sinh(αφ0)/ sinh(αφ)]
β , (11)
where β = 2, α ≡
√
3/(2β + β2) = 0.612. Then
Γ − 1 = ΩB/β is not constant, but decreases from 1/β
when tracking begins, to zero in the far future. This
potential is called “isothermal” because for it, wQ =
−2/(2+ β) = −1/2 and nQ = 3β/(2 + β) = 3/2 are con-
stant once matter dominates over radiation. This makes
the tracker approximation exact for the isothermal po-
tential: ∆ = 1, Eq. (6) is trivially satisfied, and Eq. (4)
makes −V ′/V = nQ · da/a. This potential allows a scal-
ing solution V (a), ρQ(a) ∼ a−nQ [10] and has the inverse
power potential V = V0(φ0/φ)
β and the exponential po-
tential V = V0 exp(−√nQφ) as limits for αφ ≪ 1 and
≫ 1, respectively. It therefore interpolates between an
inverse power potential at early times and an exponential
potential at late times.
In each of these potentials, the two parameters have
been chosen to fit the present values R0 = 2 and
ρQ0 = 2ρcr/3 = 2.7E − 47 GeV 4, so that for wQ0 =
−0.5, nQ0 = 3/2 the present value of the potential is
V0 = V (φ0) = 1.013E − 47 GeV 4. This requires track-
ing to begin after matter dominance, reaching present
values φ0 = 2.47 for the inverse-power and 1.87 for the
isothermal EOS, respectively. Tracking continues indef-
initely for the isothermal EOS, but is of relatively short
duration for the inverse-power potential (Fig. 1). We be-
lieve these parametrizations of V (φ) to be representative
of reasonable smooth potentials, over the red-shift range
z < 5 that is observationally accessible. If we considered
lower values of β for the present ratio R0 = 2, wQ0 would
decrease from −1/2 to −1 as the potential became faster
rolling.
For the inverse-power potential, −V ′/V = β/φ, and
for the isothermal potential −V ′/V = βα/ tanh(αφ), re-
spectively, so that, for wQ0 = −0.5, η and perforce ǫ are
not now small. Thus both the dynamical quintessence
potentials we are considering are now still fast-rolling.
The isothermal potential, with β = 2, asymptotically ap-
proaches exp(−1.22 φ) and will never be slow-rolling.
The inverse-power potential, with β = 3.5, will become
slow-rolling when φ > β and will asymptotically ap-
proach a de Sitter solution in the distant future. In the
observable recent past, its wQ increases with z approxi-
mately as wQ(z) ≈ −0.5 + 0.016z.
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FIG. 1: Exact and tracker approximation solutions wQ for in-
verse power and isothermal potentials chosen to give present
values R0 = 2, wQ0 = −0.5. The exact wQ values
for the inverse-power and the isothermal quintessence po-
tentials (11) and (12) are shown by the solid and dashed
curves. The tracker approximation (dash-dotted curves) is ex-
act for the isothermal potential, but holds only briefly for the
inverse-power potential and considerably overestimates wQ
once quintessence is appreciable.
A. Tracker Approximation
After transients depending on initial conditions, and a
frozen epoch (wQ ≈ −1), the scalar field overshoots and
then converges onto a solution
nQ(a) = nB(a)β/(2 + β) = nB(a)/2 (12)
which tracks the background nB(a) (Fig. 1). During the
tracking regime, until quintessence dominates, ∆ ≈ 1
and ΩQ ≈ nQφ2/β(φ) increases quadratically with field
strength.
Driven by the background EOS which is changing
around zcr = 3880, the quintessence equation of state
parameter wQ(a) slowly decreases. The inverse-power
potential reaches its tracker at log a ≈ −3.2, but remains
there only until log a ≈ −1.8, when the growth of the
quintessence field slowly drives wQ down from the tracker
value −0.364 towards −1 in the very far future (solid
curve in Fig. 1). For the inverse-power potential, the
tracker approximation holds only briefly, and thereafter
seriously overestimates wQ. The exact isothermal solu-
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FIG. 2: The quantity ∆− 1 = d ln x/6 ·d ln a for the inverse-
power and the isothermal quintessence potentials (10) and
(11) are shown by the solid and dashed curves. ∆ differs
from unity only before tracking and, in the case of the inverse-
power potential, where the quintessence field is growing.
tion reaches its tracker later, at log a > −1, but remains
exactly on tracker thereafter (dashed curve in Fig. 1).
Fig. 2 magnifies the changes in wQ that transpire be-
fore and after tracking, by plotting d lnx/6 · dN , where
x is the ratio of quintessence kinetic to potential energy.
Fig. 3 shows the integrated effects of nQ(a), by plotting
the integral of equation (3).
Once reaching the tracker, the isothermal equation of
state stays constant at wQ(φ) = −2/(2+β) = −1/2. The
evolution with cosmological scale is fixed by the scaling
V/V0 = ρQ/ρQ0 = a
−3/2, which makes (cf. Fig. 4)
R(a) = sinh2(αφ), ΩQ = 1− ΩB = tanh2(αφ). (13)
For the present ratio R0 ∼ 2 one has αφ0 ≤ 1.146 and
φ0 ≤ 1.87. The observations that the Universe is now
accelerating [11] fix the bounds
− 2/(2 + β) ≤ −1/2, β ≤ 2, α ≥ 0.612, φ0 ≤ 1.87.
(14)
For β = 0, the potential is static: Λ-dominance started at
redshift R
1/3
0 − 1 = 0.260, the universe was then already
accelerating −q = 0.333, and is now accelerating faster
−q0 = 0.5. For larger β, the scalar field is more dynamic.
At the upper limit, β = 2 the isothermal potential rolls
only as fast as the observed acceleration (−q0 ≥ 0) al-
lows, tracking starts only after matter domination, and
acceleration starts only now. Nevertheless, ρQ(a) was
ρ
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FIG. 3: Logarithmic plots of the quintessence energy den-
sity, in units 10−47 GeV4, for the inverse-power (solid curve)
and isothermal (dashed curve) potentials. After transients,
but before tracking, the fields are frozen. On tracker, the adi-
abatic index in ρQ ∼ a
−nQ(a) stays at 3/2 for the isothermal
EOS, but continuously decreases towards zero for the inverse-
power EOS. The present density ρQ0 = 2ρcr0/3 and adiabatic
index nQ0 = 1.5 are the same for both.
still subdominant to the radiation density all the way
back into the era of Big Bang nucleosynthesis [12]. In
Sec. 5, we will consider these two limits for the isother-
mal smooth energy β = 2 (QCDM) and β = 0 (LCDM).
As mentioned above, the tracking approximation is ex-
act for the isothermal potential, but only briefly valid for
the inverse-power potential. For αφ≪ 1, the background
dominates and the isothermal equation of state reduces
to the inverse power potential V ∼ φ−β , for which, along
the tracker, φ,
√
R ∼ a3/(2+β). We shall, however, also
be interested in the quintessence dominated era αφ > 1,
when different potentials give different present and future
behavior.
B. Present and Future of the
Quintessence-Dominated Universe
The difference between the two potentials (10,11) ap-
pears only in the evolution of wQ now and in the fu-
ture, when αφ > 1. For the inverse power potential,
the growth of quintessence drives ∆(a) below unity and
wQ(a) decreases slowly towards -1. The quintessence en-
ergy density ρQ and the expansion rate H → constant,
drive ultimately towards a de Sitter universe, which in-
flates exponentially. The isothermal EOS will approach
the exponential potential, wQ stays constant, ρQ and
H continue to decrease, and inflation is power-law. For
both these potentials, acceleration continues indefinitely,
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FIG. 4: Evolution of the quintessence fraction of the en-
ergy density. ΩQ(a) starts growing as nQφ
2/β(φ) at tracking,
reaches 2/3 and is changing most rapidly at present. It will
reach unity only in the distant future.
so that two observers separated by fixed coordinate dis-
tance, ultimately have relative speed ≥ c. Because an
event horizon exists in both cases, a local observer can-
not construct an S-matrix. This shows that neither of
our phenomenological potentials is derivable from field
theory or string theory. To be string-inspired and lead
to an event horizon, the quintessence EOS would have to
ultimately change back from accelerating to decelerating
(wQ > −1/3).
Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the quintessence fraction
of the total energy density ΩQ(a) from 0 to 1, presently
passing through ΩQ0 = 2/3. This evolution is similar for
both potentials, although the inverse-power potential is
more dynamic than the isothermal EOS.
IV. OTHER POSSIBILITIES FOR SMOOTH
ENERGY
The inverse-power potential (10) is a reasonable phe-
nomenological description for potentials which are not
decreasing too fast at present. The isothermal poten-
tial wQ = constant is as good as any other potential we
might choose phenomenologically in the near future, and
it allows an analytic solution.
If wQ is not constant, we could still reconstruct the
quintessence potential from wQ(z). Indeed dwQ(z)/dz is
generically positive for quintessence and generally nega-
tive kor k-essence [13], an alternative in which the scalah
field has a non-linear kinetic energy instead of a poten-
tial. In principle, wQ(z) is observable in high red-shift
supernovae [1], in cluster evolution [14, 15] and in grav-
itational lensing [16]. In practice, wQ(l) is poorly con-
straived observationally [5] and theorbtically [17, 18, 19].
Over the small redshift range for which smooth energy
dominates and for which sensitive measurements are pos-
sible, the effects of varying wQ(z) are much smaller than
the present uncertainties in measurement and in cosmo-
logical model. Theoretically, the luminosity distance to
be measured in high-redshift supernova and in comov-
ing volume number density measurements depends on
integrals which smooth out the sensitivity to wQ(z) [18].
Until Ωm0 is determined to (3-2)% accuracy, SNAP [20]
and other future experiments will only be able to deter-
mine some wQ effective over the observable redshift range
z < 2, to tell whether the smooth energy is static or dy-
namic. If we wait long enough, the differences among
different quintessence potentials will asymptotically be-
come substantial.
In the next section, we will study how different struc-
ture evolves to the present R0 = 2 for wQ = −1 (LCDM)
and for wQ = −1/2 (QCDM). We should interpret this
constant wQ = −1/2 chosen as come maximal average
value of w(z). The present maximal value wQ0 would
then be somewhat less than -1/2 for quintessence and
somewhat greater for k-essence.
V. EVOLUTION OF LARGE SCALE
STRUCTURE
Since structure evolves only in a matter-dominated
universe, its evolution started about the time of
radiation-matter equality and ended about matter-
quintessence equality R = 1 or at scale a = R1/3wQ0 i.e.
at redshift R1/30 − 1 = 0.260, R2/30 − 1 = 0.53 for LCDM
and for our isothermal wQ = −1/2 QCDM respectively.
Using an improved Press-Schecter formalism [9], hold-
ing fixed all other dimensionless constants, we calculated
as function of R0 the fraction of mass that would have
already collapsed into structures larger than 1− 2 Mpc.
We interpret this asymptotic collapsed mass fraction as
a measure of the relative likelihowd of large-scale struc-
tures, galaxies, habitable solar systems and intelligent
life. (There is a tacit assumption here that intelligent life
depends critically on the evolution of large scale struc-
ture and is therefore relatively rare in our universe.) Not
surprisingly [21], the observed R0 ∼ 2 fell within the
range of small cosmological constants or smooth energy
density for which intelligent life is likely. Surprisingly,
this likelihood was maximal for our QCDM and nearly
maximal for LCDM
6VI. THE ANTHROPIC AS A HEURISTIC
PRINCIPLE
Quintessence explains how the cosmological “constant”
ΩQ could become small, but not why it is just now
comparable to ΩB and the Universe is now accelerat-
ing. Hopefully, the one remaining cosmological param-
eter R0 ∼ 2 will someday be derived from fundamental
theory. Meanwhile, in the face of what is now known,
what is the least biased inference to be made from the
observed datum wQ ∼ 2, at or near the peak of the log-
arithmic asymptotic mass distribution?
Applying probability considerations to a unique uni-
verse is problematic. Nevertheless, we have now become
accustomed to the role of observers in quantum mechan-
ics. This encourages us, at least tentatively, towards an
anthropic explanation of the cosmic coincidence, why we
live at a time when the smooth and clustered energy
densities are approximately equal. Following Vilenkin’s
Principle of Mediocrity [22], we assume that, out of a
conceivable ensemble of flat cosmologies, our universe or
cosmology is typical of those permitting intelligent life.
Then the observed datum suggests that the entire prior
distribution in R0 must be flat, at least for R0 = O(1).
But, if we are decided to apply probability to the Uni-
verse, over what is the prior a distribution?
Proponents of the Anthropic Principle [21, 22] have
assumed a prior distribution of real universes, with dif-
ferent values of R0, almost all of which are inhospitable
to life. Since these many other universes are practically
unobservable, this application has no practicable predic-
tive value, and is rightfully criticized as unscientific. It is
important, however, to remember that the prior is a func-
tional of (subjective) hypotheses, not of the data sample.
Instead of such a prior distribution of universes, we [9]
assumed a flat prior probability distribution,
P∗ ∝ 1/(−V ′(φ)) slowly-varying, (15)
for (future) fundamental theories. This does not re-
quire that the potential be slow-rolling (η, ǫ << 1).
If prospective measurements show wQ0 ≈ −1, then Eq.
(15) requires a quintessence potential of generic form like
V (φ) = V1f(λφ), where V1 ∼ O(M4P ) is a large energy
density, f(x) is a dimensionless function involving no very
large or very small parameters, and λ is a very small di-
mensional parameter [23]. Because such a prediction for
the static or quasistatic quintessence potential is theoret-
ically and observationally falsifiable, our way of applying
anthropic reasoning to theories is scientific, while the ap-
plication to subuniverses is not, at least not until these
other universes can be observed. This application of an-
thropic reasoning is only heuristic, as was the Equiva-
lence Principle which guided us towards General Rela-
tivity and the Correspondence Principle which guided us
towards quantum mechanics.
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